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Michel Houellebecq’s novel La Carte et le territoire, published in 2010, tells the story of Jed Martin, an artist whose name and fortune are made by a series of large-format photographs of Michelin road maps. During a fuel stop at a service station on the A20 motorway, Martin is sent by his father to buy map number 325 (Creuse, Haute Vienne) of the famous 1/150,000-scale série jaune, which has dominated the market since its introduction in the first decade of the twentieth century, and offers the most familiar cartographic representation of French national territory. Martin is overwhelmed by the map’s aesthetic qualities, and the tensions latent within its representation of the French landscape:

L’essence de la modernité, de l’appréhension scientifique et technique du monde, s’y trouvait mêlée avec l’essence de la vie animale. Le dessin était complexe et beau, d’une clarté absolue, n’utilisant qu’un code restreint de couleurs. Mais dans chacun des hameaux, des villages, représentés suivant leur importance, on sentait la palpitation, l’appel, de dizaines de vies humaines, de dizaines ou de centaines d’âmes – les unes promises à la damnation, les autres à la vie éternelle.1

His reaction elucidates the contradictory nature of the map as a technology of vision and a mode of representation. On the one hand, its transformation of territory into symbolic form – a signifying combination of lines and colours – is aesthetically attractive, and facilitates the consumption of French territory as an object of tourism, constituted in particular as an engagement with a sequence of landscapes and views. After all, Michelin maps are primarily for road users, and designed with both the professional driver and the motorized tourist in mind.
On the other hand, as Martin recognizes, maps are manifestations of technical and scientific expertise. They are a form of visual representation produced by increasingly sophisticated methods of data capture which aid knowledge of space and territory through techniques of abstraction and schematization (and in which are inherent the aesthetic qualities and possibilities identified by Martin). As such, maps also signify the power of certain institutions (state and non-state) to capture and represent the world in symbolic form, and thereby make it vulnerable to intervention, manipulation and transformation. As a tool of governance, planning and development, mapping makes easier human action on the world, and such scenarios always imply a human dimension.
Human presence on the ground is the final element of the drama of mapping identified by Martin; for the very acts of schematization and abstraction draw attention to the landscape as a place of lived experience by highlighting human habitats and dwellings. The peculiar force of the map lies in how it embodies the everyday, technological sophistication of the human race. It is an object which is ubiquitous and seemingly utilitarian, and yet latent with great power: it stages man’s dominion over the world both in terms of capturing the degree by which it has been transformed by humans, and as an example of the technologies which permit such transformations. It reminds us too that the spatial transformations and interventions it depicts and permits are also, inevitably, interventions in the lives of others, who constitute, and are constituted by, the places they inhabit.
Jed Martin’s response to the Michelin maps is to photograph sections of different maps from a high angle, so that the territory depicted recedes into the distance and disappears over the horizon. The first image he shows, as part of a group exhibition, is noticed by Olga, a member of Michelin’s PR team, and this in turn leads to a solo exhibition of his work, which marks his breakthrough as an artist and is supported (discreetly) by the Michelin corporation. The subsequent online sale of prints of the series is, it is implied, of significant financial benefit both to the company and Jed himself, who nevertheless (and as befits his artistic disposition) seems oblivious to the worldly success of his creative endeavours. Michelin’s commercial director, on the other hand, is acutely alert (equally unsurprisingly) to the economic and symbolic capital which accrues as a result of Jed’s artistic engagement with his company’s maps.
What might be at stake in Houellebecq’s decision to make photographs of Michelin maps the key to Martin’s trajectory and success as an artist? It is useful as a plot device not least because it allows the writer to develop themes which relate to his fundamentally dystopian and ironic view of contemporary France. Through the amorous relationship which develops between Jed and Olga, Houellebecq can thematize the question of France’s position in the contemporary world as a major international tourist destination. The novel explores the role played by companies such as Michelin, with its roots in the French provinces, in the commodification of the country through its distillation into a series of stereotypes for consumption by a range of foreign audiences. At the same time, Houellebecq keeps in play an awareness of the growing gap between the France constructed for a tourist gaze, and the country’s rather more prosaic and depressed reality. Olga

faisait partie de ces Russes attachants qui ont appris au cours de leurs années de formation à admirer une certaine image de la France – galanterie, gastronomie, littérature et ainsi de suite – et se désolent régulièrement de ce que le pays réel corresponde si mal à leurs attentes.3

Her job is to market a vision of France the deceptiveness of which she is only too well aware.
Houellebecq’s depiction of contemporary, post-industrial France as primarily a commodity for consumption by international tourists – and especially those from the economic powers of the developing world – pursues the dominant theme of French dysfunction present in his work since Extension du domaine de la lutte (1998); but while it is always important to remember that irony is one of Houellebecq’s principle modes, it is nevertheless worth pausing to take seriously the works of art which he imagines for his central character. I would suggest that they can be seen as invitations to think about the role of visual culture in shaping understanding of the nature of space, and concomitantly, of French territory and identity. The title of Houellebecq’s novel itself signals the centrality of such questions, encouraging us as it does to reflect on the relationship between ‘la carte’ and ‘le territoire’, and in particular, on the role played by techniques of visualization such as mapping and photography in conceptions of space, territory and identity.
Indeed, Houellebecq’s interest in the topic exemplifies a broader, on-going concern with both the contemporary state and direction of the country and its representation in visual form especially. At the time when Houellebecq’s novel was published in the autumn of 2010, a major exhibition of new work by photographer and filmmaker Raymond Depardon was in preparation at the Bibliothèque nationale de France (BnF) in Paris. La France de Raymond Depardon marked the culmination of a project lasting six years, during which Depardon had embarked on a photographic tour of metropolitan France. The very scale of the project, along with the institutional and financial support it received, foregrounded the privileged role seemingly afforded to the photographic image in articulating and conveying an image of contemporary France. Like Houellebecq’s novel, it raises questions about the representation of France in the contemporary period; the techniques of visualization deployed in the process; and the understanding of France as sovereign territory and imagined place which emerges as a result. My aim in the remainder of this article is to explore this shared concern with the visualization of contemporary France, before focusing more closely on Depardon’s project and exhibition, and the significance it acquires as a commentary on the country in the first decade of the twenty-first century.

Carte contre territoire?
Jed Martin decides to entitle his first solo show ‘La carte est plus intéressante que le territoire’.4 As if to prove the point, he juxtaposes a satellite image of a corner of rural France with the cartographic representation of the same area:

Le contraste était frappant: alors que la photo satellite ne laissait apparaître qu’une soupe de verts plus ou moins uniformes parsemées de vagues taches bleues, la carte développait un fascinant lacis de départementales, de routes pittoresques, de points de vue, de forêts, de lacs et de cols.5

If the map is more ‘interesting’ than the space it represents, Martin’s juxtaposition of the two images would suggest, it is so first and most obviously in terms of its transformation of space into symbolic form, and the opportunities for aesthetic expression which emerge from that process of codification; but the cartographic rendering of the landscape is also a gesture of appropriation and possession. It serves to domesticate space, thereby confirming its place within the sovereign territory of the nation, as well as realizing it as a potential source of spectacle: the map is an object which opens up the prospect of the ‘point of view’, a perspective sanctioned as aesthetically pleasing. Here we see a second sense in which the map is ‘intéressante’, in that peculiarly French sense of offering benefit or advantage. If the map is more ‘interesting’ than the space it represents, it is also because of the possibility for agency and intervention it affords, as much as for its rendering of raw terrain.
Depardon would undoubtedly take issue with Martin’s privileging of map over territory. La France de Raymond Depardon is an exploration precisely of ‘territoire’, as well as an investigation of what the concept means in a French context. In the introduction to his exhibition catalogue, Depardon aligns ‘le territoire’ with ‘l’espace public’ and ‘l’espace vécu’.6 His concern, that is to say, is with the constitution and nature of space at the level of lived experience, and with the ways in which collective identity of various sorts (local, regional, national) finds articulation in spatial terms. The project is an examination of how ‘Frenchness’ might be expressed visually within the landscape, and how the landscape might be co-opted into carrying the imprimatur of Frenchness. As such, Depardon’s investigation of ‘le territoire’ implies a view from the ground, or a grounded perspective, the latter in a sense both literal (located and anchored in specific places) and figurative (sensitive to the realities of those locations in a way which identifies with common concerns and preoccupations). It is through this interest in the lived realities of everyday life for ordinary people that La France de Raymond Depardon becomes a political project for the photographer, insofar as it offers a portrait of both how the French live at the turn of the twenty-first century, and more to the point perhaps, of how well they live: ‘non pas seulement montrer des gens, mais montrer les lieux en se demandant comment les gens vivent-là’.7
In fact, Depardon places himself explicitly in contradistinction to an increasingly dominant mode of visualizing space in the contemporary period; namely, the trend for aerial and satellite imagery exemplified by Jed Martin’s fictional works of art; by computer software such as Google Earth; and by the work of photographers such as Yann Arthus-Bertrand, who rose to international prominence in the late 1990s and early 2000s thanks to his Earth from the Air series. Arthus-Bertrand’s project, and the wide circulation of his images through public exhibition, did much to promote a photographic mode whose distancing and defamiliarizing perspectives can help to raise the viewer’s consciousness about the complexity, sophistication and vulnerability of the planet; but the perspective is also one which implies a potentially problematic hierarchy of visual superiority. For aerial photography is nearly always the prerogative of the economically and politically powerful, simply by dint of the apparatus it requires (such as the ready deployment of planes and helicopters); and its distance from the photographic subject, which might bring with it a more commanding or globalizing viewpoint, cannot but help lose sight of the material conditions of life as it is lived on the ground and made manifest in the environments of the everyday. Such is the increasing ubiquity of the aerial perspective, perhaps, that Depardon feels the need to make clear that his is a portrait of the nation ‘vue de la terre, pas du ciel!’.8

Photography, Modernity and State Planning
The interest of Depardon’s project, then, lies on one level in what it reveals about the look and feel of France in the early twenty-first century; but it is also important because it highlights once again the persistent and complicated relationship in France between photography, modernity and modernization. At stake in this relationship is not just the privileged role acquired by photography in capturing the state of the French nation as it moves through time; but also that the medium is intimately bound up in the broader processes of change that it is called upon periodically to depict. After all, it was not the first time that Depardon had been involved in a photographic project of this type and ambition. During the early 1980s, he was part of the thirty-strong team of photographers co-ordinated by Bernard Latarjet and François Hers as part of the landmark Mission photographique funded by the Délégation à l’aménagement du territoire et à l’action régionale (DATAR), the state agency which had been responsible for planning and development across metropolitan France since the early 1960s.
The Mission photographique de la DATAR was itself placed self-consciously in the tradition of grand photographic projects in France and elsewhere, including the Farm Security Administration project in the Depression-era United States, and the Mission héliographique of 1851 in France. It also asserted a link between photography, state action and national identity. The aim of the Mission héliographique was to mobilize the new technology of photography in order to create an inventory of historic public buildings in France, especially those left abandoned after the French Revolution, and in danger of dereliction and collapse. In other words, photography was part of an act of salvage, recording and preserving for posterity what would now be termed the nation’s ‘heritage’. The aim of the Mission photographique was rather different, being concerned not so much with salvage, as with aftermath, setting out to examine the consequences of twenty years of state-led modernization as co-ordinated by the DATAR. It was as if the organization responsible for spatial production and the reshaping of French territory had become conscious of the scale on which it had been working, and of the need to register and acknowledge the potentially problematic effects of its actions.
The DATAR was established in 1963 during the first presidency of Charles De Gaulle. It was led by Olivier Guichard, who reported directly to the Prime Minister. Its founding and reporting structures were typical of governance under De Gaulle. A long-time ally of the president, Guichard was an important figure of state administration, with a reputation for forward planning and reflection on the nation’s future.9 The role of the DATAR was to co-ordinate projects designed to develop the national infrastructure in a range of ways, from tourist resorts to petrochemical complexes and a network of motorways. The aim in doing so was to reshape national territory along more efficient and better organized lines, and to facilitate in turn economic development, mobility and growth; and it is the modernized landscapes produced by this process especially which the Mission photographique is tasked with investigating. Also striking, however, is the working assumption of Latarjet and Hers that what had emerged above all was a landscape which was chaotic and uncertain, one in which they had to orientate themselves, and help others find orientation: ‘comment, en effet, se repérer dans un espace dont les formes n’expriment plus de valeurs reconnues et partagées?’10 The question they pose articulates a central irony of post-war planning and modernization in France; namely, that a process intended to bring order and efficiency to the national territory in fact brings spatial disruption and a troubling sense of the new.
The DATAR’s turn to photography in order to audit the consequences of its activities served as a high profile endorsement of the medium’s value as a way of capturing and understanding the nature of spatial change. As Raphaële Bertho has discussed, and I have noted elsewhere, the Mission photographique was intended to lend credibility to documentary photography as a means of artistic expression;11 but in many respects, the prominence afforded to it by Latarjet and Hers served simply to underscore the already central role of photography and visual representation in processes of spatial transformation and modernization. Vincent Guigueno notes the privileged relationship between photography and state planning in post-war France, and the importance ascribed to it – consciously or otherwise – by planners and architects as a tool of visualization and territorial intervention.12 The link between the two finds neat expression in an image of Paul Delouvrier in front of a vast, aerial photo of the Paris region, taken in the mid-1960s (Figure 1). <Figure 1 near here> Delouvrier was responsible for directing and implementing the Schéma directeur d’aménagement et d’urbanisme de la région de Paris (SDAURP), a planning blueprint for the Paris region which paralleled the national programme being orchestrated by the DATAR.
The significance of the image lies firstly in how it captures the planners’ relationship to the space of the nation’s capital, a relationship of power implicit within the perspective of aerial photography. The presence of the Paris region as a backdrop for the discussions of Delouvrier’s committee suggests their dominion over space, and over the lives lived there – the pulsating life which Jed Martin detected beneath the apparently cool abstractions of the Michelin map. At the same time, the image foregrounds the agency of the planners, expressed especially in the confident and dynamic pose of Delouvrier in front of the aerial photo of Paris. Agency is embedded too within the aerial photo itself, which facilitates intervention in the landscape through its totalizing perspective. It allows the planners to grasp at a glance the lie of the land; to give shape to amorphous spaces of urban development; and to understand the landscape as a totality, eliding the messy details of lived experience on the ground. In short, the image highlights the degree to which images are embedded within, and mobilized as part of, large-scale planning work, and the ways in which they themselves enable that work.
Writing in Paysages photographies, the substantial volume of images drawn from the DATAR project, Jean-Paul de Gaudemar notes that ‘on oublie parfois que l’aménageur ne travaille jamais qu’à partir de représentations de son objet’.13 His observation indicates a self-reflexive dimension to the DATAR project in its acknowledgement of the importance of the photographic image in planning activity. The agency’s turn to photography to record the aftermath of its spatial interventions was a natural extension of the medium’s role in its activities since its inception; and the consequences it articulates, as I noted above, are defined by confusion and uncertainty as much as clarity and order.

‘Un réglage de comptes’: Depardon and State Planning
Such themes are central to Depardon’s own contribution to the DATAR project, which marked his first sustained engagement with the policies and politics of French aménagement du territoire. He sets out to explore how planning is transformed into action on the ground, and the nature of the gap between space and its representation, between the maps and aerial photos used by planners, and the lived environments which are the focus of their attention. His interest in this gap and its implications is motivated by an important personal investment on his part, for the subject of his investigation was the transformation of land which had been expropriated from his father’s farm by the government in the 1970s for the route of the new A6 motorway between Paris and Lyon:

J’étais en colère contre les grands travaux d’aménagement qui avaient démantelé la ferme de mon père en l’expropriant pour faire passer l’autoroute au milieu de ses terres pour établir une zone industrielle et enfin une zone commerciale sur le reste de terres cultivables. Je n’avais qu’une envie, c’était de régler mes comptes avec ce désastre, ce grand chamboulement qui avait rendu mon père malade et l’avait précipité dans la dépression.14

Depardon is concerned to expose the affective and emotional impact of a project seeking to transform land in the name of national modernization on the lived experience of individuals rooted in specific locations. In doing so, he raises the question of both how and in whose name a landscape is made. In particular, he stages an encounter between two modes of spatial organization in France, and what happens when an ideology of progress through spatial transformation collides with the established modes and rhythms of rural life.
As such, he articulates the imbalance of power between the state and the subjects under its jurisdiction, and therefore the injustices it brings; but he is concerned as well to depict the nature of the spaces produced by the construction of the motorway. He explores the new locations and (non-)places which emerge in its wake and bear witness to its presence in the landscape. He is preoccupied especially with warehouses, storage depots, and other elements of an infrastructure of distribution and circulation. The arrival of developed space is signalled by the power lines which start to criss-cross the sky. He depicts the geometric precision of new road junctions, roundabouts, and the street furniture which accompanies them, though what we notice especially are the reverse sides of the road signs which guide the traffic. Such images can be seen as a comment on the reproducibility of these new spaces; but they also invite us to reflect on their composition and design, and the way in which geometry and order start to imprint themselves on the landscape. It is as if Depardon is trying to get to grips with the look of the new as it moulds and shapes the long-established spaces of provincial France.

Re-viewing the State of the Nation
Perhaps the first question posed by La France de Raymond Depardon, then, is how things look twenty or so years later. In many respects, it is a project of similar scale and magnitude to that of the DATAR: it unfolds over six years between 2004 and 2010, and covers a similarly extensive geographical area (though like the DATAR project, it is resolutely metropolitan – not to say hexagonal – in its focus, insofar as Depardon does not visit Corsica as part of his trip, let alone the DOM-TOMs). At the same time, the project is notable for the way in which it places emphasis very much on Depardon’s singular perspective.15 It invites us to acknowledge Depardon’s established place in the star system not just of contemporary French photography, but of French culture more broadly, and to recognize the validity and authority of his perspective as a means of understanding contemporary France. That the invitation was widely taken up is reflected in the popular success of the BnF exhibition, which attracted some 82,000 people between October 2010 and January 2011 (making it, according to the BnF, one of their three most popular exhibitions as of August 2013).16 
How might we account for the enthusiastic response to (and thereby, legitimation of) Depardon’s point of view? Moreover, what sort of image of contemporary France emerges from his project? How does it help us to grasp the current state of the nation? The success of La France de Raymond Depardon lies arguably in the degree to which his vision of France is in some way recognizable to a substantial viewing public. In his discussion of the project, Depardon foregrounds his sense that France is a country uncertain of itself, a country in a state of unease.17 As such, his perception chimes with a mood of angst and anxiety which persists in France throughout the first decade of the twenty-first century and resonates across French culture, finding expression (for example) in the mood and tone of novels by such as Houellebecq; introducing in 2013 a study which itself revisited the findings of a project carried out in the 1980s, Hervé Le Bras and Emmanuel Todd argue that the starting point for their investigation into ‘le mystère français’ was a feeling that ‘la France ne se sent pas bien’.18
Depardon picks up on a sense of unease in the locations he visits; and here also is where we undoubtedly find another reason for the popularity and recognizability of Depardon’s France. He offers a portrait of the country which is resolutely rural and provincial. He deliberately avoids large city centres (on the rather dubious grounds that the presence of national and multinational commercial chains make them appear interchangeable), and the suburban areas of the big cities (on the more reasonable basis that going there would skew the focus of the project towards other, more dominant themes in the debate about France’s national and territorial identity).19 These omissions apart, he captures the diversity of landscapes and environments which make up the territory of metropolitan France, and reminds his viewer of the degree to which different traditions, environments and identities are yoked together within France’s national space. Indeed, he asserts a vision of France as constituted not by the administrative units defined and imposed by a central state, but by a hugely diverse and more organically-formed collection of pays:

En sillonnant la France par ces routes secondaires, ce ne sont pas 22 régions que l’on voit, ni 95 départements, mais quelques 400 ‘pays’. Et l’on voit toutes ces petites différences qui font la particularité: […] organisation très stricte de l’habitat (village, puis lotissement, puis rien autour) dans l’Hérault par exemple, le contraire de l’Ardèche, où tout le monde construit n’importe où au bout d’une vigne.20

Of course, Depardon is here explicitly mobilizing the pre-Revolutionary currency of territorial and spatial identity, one which is rooted in specificities locally rather than centrally defined and lived; and his recourse to this vocabulary implies one possible narrative to emerge from his portrait of France. La France de Raymond Depardon can be seen as a celebration of more heterogeneous and improvised spatial production in France, and a resolutely anti-establishment view ‘d’en bas’ of the national space, one which sides plainly with the ‘done to’ rather than the ‘doers’, but which emphasizes also the initiative, modes of resistance and bricolage of those on the ground. Depardon shows himself keen to display the diverse architectural forms which emerge beyond or despite the ‘big’ aménagement of the central state.
A narrative of bricolage, improvisation, and thereby implicitly, resistance to central authority, is further elaborated by the geographer Michel Lussault in an essay which accompanies Depardon’s images in the pocket (and therefore mass-market), second edition of La France de Raymond Depardon:

Loin des grands discours et des prétentions des experts territoriaux, des spécialistes des ingénieries de contrôle des espaces humains (l’aménagement, l’urbanisme, l’architecture), des représentants des institutions politiques, les photographies de Raymond montrent une France de l’improvisation permanente, où l’assemblage de guingois et le bricolage hasardeux règnent en maîtres, où le brinquebalant, le jamais-vraiment-fini, le composite, la contingence deviennent, par défaut, des principes directeurs.21

It chimes with other narratives of resistance to state-imposed order which emerge as a key theme in post-war French writing about urban space and its relationship to the state (of which De Certeau’s notion of the ruse would be the most obvious example). Narratives such as these place the French citizen in a playful and disruptive relationship to central(ized) government, and remind us of the centrifugal forces which are at work within the territorial entity named France, and can challenge a vision of the country asserting unity over difference.
A decentred vision of spatial development in France emerges in other ways as well. Depardon’s concern is with locations across provincial France which might be assumed to be at the margins of processes of spatial production and change, and especially those state-driven programmes of modernization setting out radically to transform landscapes in the name of greater national prosperity and development. More accurately, perhaps, we can say that Depardon captures the reach of those processes; that is to say, the extent to which spatial transformation and expressions of territorial identity have affected the whole of France, even if they have done so unevenly. As Depardon puts it, ‘quand je photographie la France, je ne suis pas chez moi dans 99% de mes photos. Et pourtant, je la reconnais, c’est ma nation, c’est mon État… […] La France, ça se joue à une infinité d’infimes détails.’22 His images of road signs and other indicators of direction and geographical location articulate the ways in which marks of territorial identity are written across the landscape, and ‘France’ as a recognizable spatial entity takes shape. He homes in on clusters of road signs at junctions; but unlike the images he took twenty years previously, he shows us the places to which they point, hierarchized and colour-coded depending on the size and administrative importance of the destination. In an image of an old, concrete sign at a bridge in Moselle naming the river being crossed can be read the systematic, almost obsessive, way in which landscape is inscribed. It captures something of the drive to name and appropriate which seems to propel the identification of a French national space.
Depardon’s photographs also highlight the palimpsestual nature of public space in France, reflecting how it has been constituted and remodelled over time. Two motifs or reference points resurface in particular: the war memorial and the wayside cross, which are often to be found co-existing in – and thereby giving shape to – municipal spaces across provincial France. They are significant in the first place because they remind us of two formative threads of collective identity in France: the Catholic faith on the one hand, and on the other, a burgeoning sense of a secular republican identity reasserted during the Third Republic, and expressed in the wake of the First World War especially. They often reflect too how the pragmatics of national politics in the Third Republic allowed for the melding of two traditions which (ideologically and conceptually) should be incompatible, as a number of war memorials incorporate religious iconography. Yet not only do these images highlight how expressions of collective identity were incorporated into public space on behalf of an imagined community, they also capture the fate of such monuments as they become implicated in processes of spatial change.
Throughout La France de Raymond Depardon, the photographer shows himself sensitive to the points at which different histories, visions and uses of space co-exist and collide. In Saint-Omer (Pas-de-Calais), for example, he photographs a wayside cross on the edge of a new retail outlet on the town’s outskirts (Figure 2). <Figure 2 near here> The image draws attention to the ironies and peculiarities produced by contemporary spatial development, such as the increasing use of peri-urban space for commercial and retail purposes. The viewer is struck by the almost deferential way in which the wayside cross, marked off by its original low fence of ornate iron railings, has been incorporated into the site, maintained at a discreet distance from the retail unit’s car park by a lawned area. Yet at the same time, its position on the edge of the site suggests its presence as an object which had to be accommodated, however inconveniently. The image expresses the tensions of spatial use in France in the form of a simultaneous recognition and marginalization of history and tradition. Remaining in the landscape as a relic or trace of a historically significant form of collective identity, the wayside cross nevertheless finds itself jostled and squeezed by the expansiveness of a space turned over to more profane and profitable uses.
Thus, Depardon’s portrait of contemporary France reminds us of how space is constituted by a co-existing accumulation of different historical periods and ideologies made manifest in built forms. It reminds us too that it is inscribed and re-inscribed with differing and historically specific visions of how the new and the modern should be expressed, from the reinforced concrete of 1930s modernism and the prefabricated concrete social housing of the 1950s, to the mirrored glass and coloured steel of the 1980s, and the standardized style of contemporary pavillons. As Lussault suggests, the spatial and architectural heterogeneity revealed by Depardon’s survey invites us to reconsider processes of spatial change and modernization not as coherent and systematically organized transformation, but as sporadic, punctual and local interventions which co-exist or overwrite each other, and produce a landscape which is untidy, unfinished and inevitably therefore complex. Or rather, and more precisely, La France de Raymond Depardon is a story of how space is ordered and inscribed by markers of national territorial identity, and of how those efforts of spatial ordering must contend with a degree of spatial confusion and layering, and with local innovation and architectural heterogeneity. The DATAR project, fundamentally, and as evinced by Depardon’s contribution, was a reflection on rupture, disruption and discontinuity; it was also about measuring the consequences of often radical spatial intervention driven by political will, and how that political will had imprinted itself on the French landscape. La France de Raymond Depardon is perhaps more an exploration of persistence; of the often surprising co-existence of different forms and expressions of the modern; and of the heterogeneous nature of territory in a country whose traditions and dominant political ideology are predicated on spatial unity and integrity.
Depardon’s celebration of the heterogeneous and centrifugal nature of much spatial development in France, and the complications born out of the juxtaposition, co-existence and layering of different spatial and architectural forms, point to a mood of resistance and resilience which perhaps has its roots in his own, traumatic encounter with the state-led aménagement of the post-war period. As such, his vision chimes with the broader sense of disillusion and uncertainty characterizing the France of the early twenty-first century. It is a country caught between the persistence of tradition, and a continued anxiety about its own sense of national identity and its place in the world. If we are to account for the resonance of Depardon’s portrait of contemporary France, it is perhaps because a vision of the country predicated on persistence and resilience at the level of everyday life is one which offers the greatest comfort for a French viewing public. It suggests as well that for much of the French population, and pace Jed Martin, the nature and fortunes of le territoire – of the complex imbrications of space and identity which lie at once beyond and subject to the cartographic gaze – remain central to their preoccupations and concerns. It reasserts too the centrality of the photographic image in articulating those concerns through its staging and investigation of spatial production and change. 
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